Youtube windshield repair

You know, it wasn't all that long ago that replacement sheetmetal for your classic Mopar was
pretty limited. Thankfully, companies like Auto Metal Direct have stepped up in a big way to
provide an ever-increasing number of the parts you need to complete the car of your dreams.
Still, not every piece of sheetmetal is available for every Mopar, as some parts are just not
practical to reproduce. And sometimes just a small area needs repair and you'd rather not have
to replace the whole panel. MCR is relying heavily on AMD to provide the needed body panels,
but there are a couple of small areas around the windshield frame where the best solution is to
make your own repair patch. This kind of repair is actually quite common on many restorations
so this is a valuable skill to acquire. We chose this area around the windshield frame because of
its compound curves and because it's a common problem area. Compound curves generally
require the repair patch to be either stretched or shrunk and this one needs both. One good
thing about making your own patches is that this is one of those times that if you make a
mistake there's no harm done. You just throw it away and start over. So there is little to lose and
lots to gain. Go for it. You'll probably surprise yourself! Rust damage around windshields and
back windows is a fairly common occurrence. Fortunately, a repair patch can easily be built
from scratch. We're going to start with a piece of gauge cold-rolled sheetmetal bent into a
degree angle. Starting with the shrinker jaws like this set from Eastwood, begin to pull the part
into a radius that matches the curve of the damaged area. The tighter the radius, the closer the
shrink points should be on the metal. In this case MCR was only moving the metal about a
quarter inch through the jaws at a time. Check your work frequently as you go. You want to get
to the correct shape with as few "shrinks" as possible to avoid work hardening the part, which
could cause it to crack. As you can see, we're not quite there yet but getting really close. Once
the correct inside radius is achieved, now the top of the part can be stretched to form the
downward radius from the roof to the A-pillar. Switching from shrinking to stretching is simply a
matter of changing the jaws in the tool, making it a stretching machine. Stretching or shrinking
a curved area will naturally produce flat spots that will need to be tapped back into shape with a
curve-faced hammer. At this point you can remove the damaged area using a cutoff wheel being
careful to leave all of the roof area intact. In this case, some spot welds also need to be drilled.
With the new piece trimmed to length and clamped in place, the shape of the roof contour can
be drawn on the upper section to provide a guide for grinding the part so that it just fits under
the roof edge. A little additional hammer work may be needed to get the part to fit perfectly after
it's been tacked in place. Even though an area like this is fairly resistant to heat warping, do not
attempt to run even a short weld bead. Instead, keep tack-welding in between the tack welds
until you have filled in all the gaps. Then, grind the weld smooth, avoiding the original roof
metal as that can get thin very quick. All that remains is to replace the spot welds and the repair
is complete. It's totally manual with no power adjustment so you better practice a bit before you
commit to anything important, but it will produce a factory weld once you become proficient.
Close Ad. Mark Ehlen writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. You get into your car to start
your day, but all of a sudden, the smell of your hair product and cologne is quickly subdued by
another smell. In fact, statistics show that the most common automobile insurance claims for U.
The mold might not stop you in your tracks, but a serious computer failure stemming from a
leaking windshield certainly will. Windshield leaking can also cause electrical issues such as
sensor failures, the rusting of your pin connectors, and windows that fog up as a result of high
humidity in your car. It essentially gives your entire car stability, so a weakness in your
windshield can put you and your entire family at risk of injury or even death in the event of a car
accident. Oftentimes, a leaking windshield is simply the result of a poor installation job ,
particularly if you just had the windshield replaced. At the time of the job, the correct quantity of
urethane might not have been used, thus preventing the windshield from sealing properly. In
addition, the technician might have failed to use setting tools or vacuum cups, perhaps because
he or she received no training on the use of this equipment. Another possible issue is that your
technician completed your installation job in snowy or rainy conditions, as urethane will not
adhere to a damp surface. If you have an older car, this may also be the reason for your leak, as
older vehicles used rubber gaskets that ended up deteriorating over time. Leaks can
additionally happen around doors or sunroofs that are not sealed adequately. For this test,
close all doors and windows, and then, shower the outside of your automobile with water from a
garden hose. Start at the lowest point of the windshield, and then, slowly work your way up
while an assistant inside the vehicle searches for where the stream begins to enter the cabin.
Use low water pressure, as too much force will cause the water to simply bounce off the car.
This test first involves applying soap to a wash mitt. After giving the sealant several minutes to
try, repeat your water test to see if your repair did the trick. However, we have the skills and
equipment to diagnose your problem and to repair or replace your windshield depending on
your unique situation. Contact us to talk about it! Proudly serving the greater Houston area

since , Allstar Glass Corporation provides automotive glass services â€” including windshield
repair, replacement, or tinting â€” at prices you can afford. Skip to content. Allstar Glass
November 23, November 24, windshield repair. A not-so-glorious one. Windshield Leaking?
Reasons for a Leaking Windshield Oftentimes, a leaking windshield is simply the result of a
poor installation job , particularly if you just had the windshield replaced. The Shower Test For
this test, close all doors and windows, and then, shower the outside of your automobile with
water from a garden hose. Be cautious if you use this test, though. The Soap Test This test first
involves applying soap to a wash mitt. As you stand outside, look for soapy bubbles. They will
tell you where your leak is happening. Then, dry the area, and apply brand-new sealant to your
windshield beneath the seal. Finally, smooth any rough areas using an index card. Tags: leaking
, water damage. Allstar Glass Proudly serving the greater Houston area since , Allstar Glass
Corporation provides automotive glass services â€” including windshield repair, replacement,
or tinting â€” at prices you can afford. Pin It on Pinterest. Trained Technicians All our
technicians undergo extensive training to guarantee they get your windshield fixed correctly.
Materials All of our primers, adhesives and tools are top quality and industry standard, ensuring
a perfect bond between your windshield and automobile. Lifetime Warranty Every auto glass
replacement comes with a Lifetime Warranty that covers against glass defects or any leaks in
the glass or molding. Don't trust just anyone to repair your window! Your windshield may be
eligible for a repair if:. With all windshield replacements you can expect:. Drive away time after
installation is 30 minutes. The entire job takes about 1 hour to complete! The technician working
on your vehicle will inform you of the rust before proceeding. Better yet, in most cases we can
get your rear windshield replaced the same day you call us! Find a location nearest you! Our
Services. Every auto glass replacement we do comes with the following A rock or debris on the
road that gets propelled up by a vehicle in front of you is the number one cause of a cracked
windshield. But, if you are lucky and catch the problem early enough before it spreads, you may
be able to get a much simpler and cheaper windshield repair. The chip isn't on the edge of the
windshield, affecting structural integrity. The crack hasn't gone all the way through the
windshield. Windshield Repair Process With all auto glass repairs you can expect: Our skilled
technicians to walk you through the entire rock chip repair process. The area around the chip or
crack will be cleaned and vacuumed to remove air, prior to filling the damage with resin. We
then apply our quick-drying resin to fill the damaged area and let it cure to assure a strong bond
to the glass. Once the fill is complete, we will clean any excess resin and make your windshield
shine! In most cases, you will be on your way in 30 minutes or less! Your windshield is one of
the most important parts of your vehicle, because it protects you from debris on the road such
as rocks, dust, insects and the weather. A crack can compromise the structural integrity of the
auto glass and can eventually spread, causing it to fail. With all windshield replacements you
can expect: Our skilled technicians to walk through the entire replacement process with you.
They will then remove the old trim that is holding your windshield in place. Once the trim is
removed, the old windshield will be lifted away from the car. Next step is to clean any dirt,
debris, and old adhesive from the area around your windshield, called a pinch weld. Your new
windshield is then fitted in the pinch weld and pushed into place, giving the urethane time to
set. There are many reasons your car side window could be broken, such as theft, a rock, road
debris, or an accident. While some people might choose to drive with a plastic bag over their
window, this proves to not only be dangerous while on the road, but makes it easier for your car
to be broken into. Car Window Replacement Process With all car window replacements, you can
expect the following: Our skilled technician will explain our replacement process so you fully
understand the steps. Carefully remove the door panel to access the remaining car glass and
assess any potential mechanical damage. Vacuum any glass and deb
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ris from the vehicle. Test the window to make sure everything is functioning properly. Put door
panel back on your vehicle. Clean the glass and return your vehicle upon completion. Estimated
time for completion is about 1 hour! We have been in the auto glass business for over 30 years
and worked on almost every make and model out there. Rear Windshield Replacement Process
With all rear windshield replacements, you can expect: A highly trained and certified technician
with years of experience in the glass industry to walk you through the rear window replacement
process. Similar to a front windshield replacement, our technicians will assess the damage,
then proceed to remove the remaining glass. Apply high quality primers and adhesives for a
strong bond. Install new rear windshield Check to make sure defrost or any other rear
windshield capabilities are functional. Clean the glass and send you on your way! Estimated

time for completion is 1 hour! Get your free quote today. Your Location.

